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More Shuttle Pictures    Pg 5
Kits!    Pg 13
2 (TWO) NSL Reports!    Pg 16-17
Sport Launch Reports    Pg 6, 7, 15
And lots of outreach reports from
around the state!

Space Shuttle Discovery takes a flyby over Goddard Space Flight
Center, on its way to Dulles and the Udvar-Hazy Museum.
(photo courtesy of Jay Freidlander and NASA)
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Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a
QUEST dealer!  Contact us for
all your Quest and MicroMaxx
p r o d u c t s .

Check it out at

www.pratthobbies.com

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a
Special Ludicrous Discount!
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About NARHAMS
NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state
of Md., Washington DC and the
surrounding Metropolitan areas. The
club is a section of the National
Association of Rocketry (NAR) and we
are the oldest continuously active model
rocket club in the United States, first
established as a high school club in 1963,
changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1965.
NARHAMS is the only seven time
winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award.

Years won: 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001,
2004, 2006, and 2007

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd.
in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open
to the public and are held the first
Sunday of every month (weather
permitting), starting at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third
Saturday of every month at Old National
Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective
new members to our monthly meetings.
They are held on the first Saturday of
the month from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the
College Park Airport Annex Building.
Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial
50 cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as
a sign of good faith.

Monthly meetings available on-line via
chat-room, simply go to the NARHAMS
homepage and click on the link.

Directions to College Park Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to
the Operations Building, the annex
building is adjacent to the “Ops”
building.
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association
of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket
club in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model
rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and
interest. We are committed to
providing the most current, up-to-date
information on model and real world
rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining
information. ZOG -43 is published bi-
monthly and is available to anyone on
a subscription basis. Current rates are
$10 for email or $15 for meeting
pickup or $20 for postal mail U.S.
Funds for 6 issues a year, payable to
NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43
is not copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper
credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-
43 or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit
an article, send them to :

ZOG-43,
1404 Sweet Cherry Court
Severn, MD 21144

E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com
 Zog-43 Editor: Jennifer Ash-Poole

Welcome New Members
Mike Milo

****************************

Save up to 20 % at
Hobby Works when
you show your club
membership card.
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Calendar for the next 3 months!

Jun 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, ½A Cluster Altitude building session (Jim/John/Chris) College Park, MD
Refreshments: Mary McCoy

Jun 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jun 16-17 10 am – 4 pm ECRM-39 Regional Meet (Jim Filler) Mt. Airy, MD

Events: Classic Model, Set Duration (50 sec), ½A PD MR, B BG MR,
½A Cluster Altitude (with altimeters), Open Spot Landing

Launch Manager: Jim Filler
Jun 23 10am -4pm Ag Center Launch Westminister, MD
Jul 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jul 7 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Pot Luck Picnic (Mark Wise) College Park, MD

Refreshments: Everyone!
Jul 15 12pm-4pm Apollo Contest - Goddard Greenbelt, MD
Jul 21 12 pm - 7pm Sport launch, Maryland Funny Meet 3 Mt. Airy, MD

Launch Manager: TBD
Jul 25 midnight Deadline for Zog-43 issue
Jul 28 –Aug 3 NARAM-54 Muskegon, MI

Events: R&D, G ELA (D for A/B div) (with altimeters), Classic Model, Sport Scale, A HD,
B BG, C SD MR, A PD MD, Set Duration (50 sec), Open Spot Landing

Aug 4 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Open building session College Park, MD
Refreshments: Alex Mankevich

      I have three things I would like to communicate to you here in the Presidents column of this edition of ZOG-43. I
guess I will start with making sure that each of you know that I am personally inviting you to come fly rockets with
us at ECRM over Fathers Day weekend, details in the calendar of your ZOG-43. Yes, we will be flying a regional
contest, and we will have lots of sport flights mixed in as well. We will fly all day on Saturday and only until about
2:30 on Sunday. After we get everything packed up on Sunday, we will give out the awards from the contest and have
the annual ECRM picnic. For the last several years ,my mom & dad have come out to join us and to put the picnic/
bbq together for everyone that wants to hangout. For only a $6 fee we always have quite the spread of goodies.
Thanks go out ahead of time to my mom & dad for your help.
      The next item I want to remind you about is the good work our club does month in and month out supporting
outreach programs. I’ve participated in a few of these recently and they are very rewarding. Please consider  donating
your time when we are asking for additional members to support these worthwhile activities.
      The last item I have for now is something I’ve been wrestling with for a while now. The club officer elections are
coming up in September and after much deliberation I have decided that it is time for a change. This is a double
edged decision. I feel the classic symptoms of “burnout” so many rocketeers that run clubs and events feel after doing
them over and over again.  I also think that in one capacity or another I have been involved with steering our club as
an officer for the better part of the last 14-15 years. So please let me or any other club officer know if you are
interested in running for a club office. I will not be seeking reelection in September, thank you all for your support
and assistance during my reign of  terror. It has been a lot of fun!

See You on the Range………….

Jim

Zog Speaks!
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      For nearly a quarter century (since 1989),
NARHAMS has supported Science
Day at the Rockville Campus of
Montgomery College.  This year
Science Day was held on Sunday,
April 15.  Science Day is an expo
for youngsters featuring exhibits,
displays, workshops and
demonstrations from a variety of
organizations.  There were sixty
such this year.
      To give you an idea of program
diversity, here are titles of exhibits
5-10 as shown in this year’s
handout:  Florescent,
Phosphorescent, and Tenebrescent
Minerals; Energy from the Ground; Meet the Nation’s
Medical Museum; The Amazing Brain; Reptile Wonders;
and Oyster Gardening on the
Chesapeake Bay.  NARHAMS was
listed as exhibit 38.
      Here is what we did.  Starting
around 11am, we put up a display
of models, gave a couple
presentations, held a workshop for
21 rocketeers, followed that with
another workshop for 15 more
rocketeers, prepped the 36 recently
constructed Alpha IIIs, and then
went outside and launched them!
      Rockville Consortium for
Science (a group formed to
establish a city science center)
donated the models for the
children along with two bulk
packs of A8-3s.  The
NARHAMSters helping the kids
were president Jim Filler, Raul
Pena, Michael Cochran, and
myself.  We also received help
from Bob Ekman’s Lockheed
Martin Explorer Post. Bob
provided three TARC finalists:
Connor Armstrong, a Winston
Churchill senior; Daniel Roh, a
Walter Johnson junior; and
Samantha Steckel, a home school
11th grader.
   Words are inadequate in describing
the professional, adept, and caring job

 RCS Science Day 2012
by Ed Pearson

 the “pros” did in helping the kids (aged 4 and above)
and working within a tough time  frame.  After the

workshops, Jim and Raul
stayed behind to assure
launch lugs were firmly
affixed to models, that
parachutes had holes cut in
the canopies, ‘chutes folded,
wadding inserted and motors
inserted.  Meanwhile others
set up equipment on the
campus football field.
     We launched from 4-5 pm.
It was about 80 degrees,
winds were light, and again
everyone pitched in.

Especially notable was Connor who retrieved all four
models that landed in trees.  Tom Bagg’s extension pole

made this possible.  Connor
also snagged one model that
landed on a nearby building’s
pitched roof.  Daniel and
Samantha also retrieved models
and helped Michael and Raul
with hooking up models.  Raul
organized groups of six going
to the rack and then lining them
up again at launch time for
introductions.  Jim acted as
RSO/firing officer.  Alan
Williams was unable to attend,
but he lent us his PA system,

and I took up his usual helm
as narrator. We also handed
out flyers on the club,
Goddard launches and
July’s Apollo rocket contest.
      Dear readers, we
worked like DOGS that
day, and the whole thing
came off smartly. It was
really worth everyone’s
efforts. Parents and
rocketeers came up
afterwards to thank
NARHAMS for providing a
truly educational, fun and

                                            safe experience.Top Photo: Kids waiting to launch
Middle Photo: Building  rockets!
Bottom Photo: Putting the rockets on the pad
(all  photos taken by Ed Pearson)
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Discovery comes to Washington DC, does flyover at Goddard.

Shuttle approaches theGoddard Visitor Center
with the Black Brant in foreground.
(photo by Melissa Myers, GSFC.)

Shuttle on final approach to Dulles
(photo by David Zuchero)

Incoming and outgoing shuttles.
(photo courtesy of Jay Freidlander and NASA)

The Shuttle Discovery takes a loop around the Capital
Building.
(photo courtesy of Jay Freidlander and NASA)

Flying overhead in Virginia.
(photo by Chris Kidwell)
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   ....

     April’s launch started
under a cloudy sky, by noon
the clouds had cleared up
and we had a wonderful
flying day with the predicted
rain coming minutes after
the range equipment was
safely stored in the locker.
The Ha family ran the range
with Tom as launch control,
Maria as safety officer and
Chris as the go to guy. Thanks to the help of Jim, Dr. K
and Kevin the range was set up and operational in quick
order. Maria insisted that the canopy go up and it came in
very handy when the sun came out from under the
clouds.

      There was a fun event of a ping
pong ball spot landing with the target
being the Sea of Tranquility on the blue
moon Maria made for the occasion. Dr.
K. got the first flight off for the day. He
also was in 1st place for the event until
Maria launched “the bunny” dropping
the ping pong ball 4 feet closer. (Dr. K
ended up in 4th place at the end of the
day.) First place in the event went to
Jim Filler, second to Alec Waterhouse,
and third to Maria Ha. There were a
total of 9 attempts in the event.

April Sport Launch
By Maria Ha

     We set up both racks
expecting scouts to come
out and fly, but the forecast
of rain must have scared
them away. There were
regulars and some new
faces as well. Trey and his
uncle returned to fly and
were joined by other family
members. Allen and
Mathew came out with a

Scout SST that was found in the back of the closet and ¼
A engines. We flew it once on the ¼ A which did not
have enough power. We then flew it on an A3, enough
power but unfortunately the nose cone was lost so it
could not be flown again.

       Jim worked on dialing in his Bumper
WAC launches. There was improvement.  Ole
Ed showed up and launched a few rockets
with his granddaughter. The McCoys, Kevin,
Jeff and Alex all flew rockets. Mike Kelly
brought out and flew some big birds. There
were a total of 90 flights using 98 engines (4
staged rockets and 2 cluster rockets) by 33
flyers. Thanks to Alec, Jeff, Mike and Jim for
the help with tear down and putting the
equipment away.

Photos: (all by Jef Fineran)
Top: The range crew at work
Middle: Jim Filler’s Scale Altitude boilerplate for the Internats
Bottom: Range from afar with lots of rocketeers



April Sport Launch Engine list and more pictures!

       Rocket  break down:
1/

8
 A = 5 C = 15

¼ A = 1 D = 9
½ A = 7 E = 2
   A = 17 F = 3
  B = 37 G = 2

Jim watching a model fly.
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Alex Waterhouse getting his 2nd place prize from Maria Ha.
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Alex isn’t sure where the model went.
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Jim watching a different model fly.
(photo by Jef Fineran)
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     On Friday, April 27th, Wood
Acres Elementary School in
Bethesda, sandwiched between
River Road and Massachusetts
Ave., held another of their bi-
annual "Space Night" events. It
was kicked off by an afternoon
launch of orange & black Alphas
the kids had built. NARHAMS
provided the total launch system
needed......one rack with six rods,
electric launch system, and PA system.
Jim Filler, 'Ole' Ed Pearson, & yours truly, Richard
Hickok,  were the NARHAMS volunteers attending.
Though I haven't been active with NARHAMS much in
the last few years, if I see an email for help with a school
launch or Scout launch in my vicinity, I'll volunteer
sometimes. I like to see the kids' excitement and enthusi-
asm as their rockets take to the sky.
      Jim Filler had contacted me back in the fall, when a
student at a middle school about five minutes from Wood
Acres, had persisisted with his mom to start a TARC team
at his school, Pyle Middle School. She eventually con-
tacted the school, found a willing teacher, and contacted
Jim Filler. Jim asked if I'd mentor their TARC team since
I wasn't too far from there. I said yes and worked with
them till the deadline. Despite a late start, they got in two
qualifying flights in March. They had some excellent test
flight numbers, but their qualifying numbers weren't quite
enough to make it into the finals.
      Back to Space Night at Wood Acres. Ken Lewis, the
school's volunteer coordinator, handled all the prep work
very well and kept us informed beforehand of any info,
where to park to unload, what we wanted for snacks
afterwards, etc. When we arrived, the big field behind the
school had its perimeter marked with yellow tape. It was
a beautiful day, but the "W" was gusty. After some
debate, the rack was positioned in a good spot for the
crowd and the rods were angled for the conditions.
            Of course, the kid's rockets all had chutes that
needed to be swapped out for streamers, due to field size
and the gusts. With the help of volunteers, we set up an
assembly line to sign in, switch to streamer, insert wad-
ding, safety check, prep motor with igniter, and insert
motor. The student volunteers were great. One guy helped
us carry stuff back to the vehicles...he made a couple
trips. One girl, whose initial job was to let the next six
kids proceed to pad, was switched to motor prep...she
never complained, would do another task during a motor
lull and swing back into action when  motor prep was

Wood Acres Report         by Richard "Itchie Richie" Hickok

needed. I didn't catch her name, but she
was a real trouper. Also, there were very
few misfires, meaning she wasn't man-
handling those delicate igniters.
     Jim manned the microphone and
launch button, occasionally letting a
student press the button, Ed helped at the
rack, getting 'em on the rods and hook
ing 'em up, and I did safety check,
putting in the nosecone, and putting in

                         the motors. There was an initial big wave
               of students when we first started, even though
there were supposed to be staggered time windows. The
first flights got all the oohs and ahhs of a fireworks show.
The crowd eased up to a manageable pace and all in all, I
think there were 160 flights. Almost none went in the
trees....angling the rods was "just the ticket".  One student
circumvented the assembly line, got through with his
rocket with a chute still in it. It hung in a tree.
      Several dads recalled flying Estes rockets in their
younger days. Some took flyers and may just show up at
a NARHAMS launch.
As I was working the
assembly line, I
looked up and
thought, "this guy
looks familiar".
Remember the kid
who leaned on his
mom to get a TARC
team started at his
school? It was him,
Zach Berkow. He stayed
the duration, volunteering, helping with streamers. He
expressed interest in competition  beyond TARC. I told
him about local meets and NARAM. He said he'd been
emailing NARHAMS' Jim Filler. Jim was standing
nearby, I introduced them and Jim jokingly said, "Are
you the one that's been pestering me with all those
emails?" Zack's planning on coming to ECRM. Say hi to
him, he's a good guy.
      The whole event went well. It was at least the third
time I've helped there. We broke down the range and
while parents and students filled the hallways, going from
room to room seeing all the Space Night activities, we
retired to the teacher's lounge, where the Ledo's pizzas,
salads, and drinks we'd arranged through Ken weeks
earlier awaited us. What could be more appropriate? As
we left the building, many of the kids we saw were
sporting 3" diameter "Uranus" stckers on their clothes.
We didn't see any other planets getting that representa-
tion.

Getting ready to launch.
(photo by Ed Pearson)

The crowd awaits the launch.
(photo by Ed Pearson)
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Early NARHAMS Members
by Ed Pearson

Editor’s Note: While cleaning out the email box, I came across this article
that was sent in February 2012, just after the publication of the Jan/Feb
issue. Sorry it’s late. This is why I say if I haven’t acknowledged the
article, bug me about it. :)

      By now this year’s Super Bowl is a memory (good for NY; bad for
Boston; and the court is out on the sales of Doritos.  Remember the dog?).
The first Super Bowl was held in January 1967 but NARHAMS was
chartered in March 1965—we just celebrated our 47th anniversary last
month.
      The club started out as an amalgam of four school clubs—Northwestern
High School, Hyattsville; Pyle Junior High, Bethesda; Walt Whitman High
School, Bethesda and the fourth one I no longer remember, maybe
Northwood in Silver Spring.
      Some from Whitman were Bob Wallace and Kirk Merrill.  With others
from Whitman (e.g., Mark Mercer and Ken Guthrie) they constituted our
club’s first members.  They not only went to HS together, but later were
roommates while both worked at the Brookings Institute in Washington.
Eventually Bob headed out west while Kirk got his EE degree.
      Bob went on to become Microsoft’s ninth employee, popularize
shareware, generate a word processing application called PC-Write, and form the company Quicksoft.  He died in
2002 (pneumonia).

      Kirk formed his own software company and has worked
as a contractor and consultant for local governments and
private firms over the years.  He lives in Cobb Island on the
Potomac in Maryland.  At the February GSFC public launch
he launched a SideWinder scale model he built about ten
years back but never flew.  Yes, he still likes model rockets,
but come to think of it, what old NARHAMSter doesn’t?
      His rocket was designed for D flight as it is heavy, but
he used a C6-7 instead because of our field size and used a
small ‘chute.  The delay allowed a good descent back into
the area where the 12" opened and it was just right to bring
it back into the area without snagging a tree or creating a
safety hazard.
      We hadn’t seen each other for more than 40 years, and
he still remembers NARHAMS as being some of his finest
times in high school, while also remembering flying at
NARAM-7.   After February’s launch he was given a
NARHAMS patch, pin, and sticker.  He says he’ll put the
patch on his patch jacket with the patches he has
accumulated from around the world.  Hope we see more of
him in the future.

Kirk Merrill
(photo by Ed Pearson)
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Part 1:  Wooden You No!
      Abrielle wanted to build a glider and I needed another for the frequent club demos.  Abrielle is my nine-year old
granddaughter. We decided to build an Edmonds Deltie B out of cardboard and spiff it up using monocote.
      We cut out a wing from a 3/32" thick cardboard box and then wondered, which was heavier—balsa or cardboard.
The cardboard was much heavier and Abrielle learned how to use a gram scale.  To lighten things up a bit, I drilled
holes in the wings, tail, and wing tips.  This made the parts lighter but still heavier than using balsa.   We used a
sanding block to remove burs around the drilling holes.  We also sanded the edges of the parts to somewhat round
leading and trailing edges.  The table below shows our findings.

Table of Selected Deltie Parts – All Weights in Grams
PART   Cardboard Weight    Corresponding              Cardboard Weight

                                  Wood Part Weight         After Drilling Holes
Wing            7.6   4.5        6.5
Horizontal Stabilizer                 10.3   7.1        9.2
 (Tail)
Vertical Stabilizer            2.3   1.1        2.0
(Wingtip)
      We then monocoted the tar out of the Deltie but used a balsa spar instead of paper.  The top we coated red and the
bottom silver.
      The conclusion thus far was that cardboard is free but working with it takes time—frankly too much time and
doesn’t really sand; I think I could have built three nice Delties in the time it took to build and finish the cardboard
one.  But boy it looks exotic.

The Shiny Deltie
by Ole Ed

Abrielle and Top of Deltie B
(image by Ed Pearson)

Abrielle and Bottom of Deltie B—Sunny Day Pic
(image by Ed Pearson)

      Balancing the glider was next.  First throw and it seemed a little nose heavy.  The second toss to verify it needed less weight
resulted in a downward plunge and a sickening “crack” as the spar broke.  The nose took the brunt of the toss and with the
heavier cardboard mass behind it, the glider snapped.
      I taught Abrielle some new lingo somewhat mollified with the thought she’d learn those words at school anyway sooner or
later.  I then passed on the wisdom Rusty Rice taught me almost 50-years ago, i.e., the best gliders are the ones that break and
you glue back together.  Super glue fixed it up right away.
      On the third toss, with some clay removed, it glided better but upon landing all the clay fell off—my clay was, like me, old
and had pretty much dried up.  I told Abrielle what a stall was and then made a fourth toss without clay on the nose.  Sure
enough the model pitched up and landed on its tail.  With no usable clay we taped dimes to the nose.  One dime still generated a
stall and with three dimes on the sixth toss it pitched in again nose heavy.  We weighed the dimes and tape and saw they
weighted 7.1 grams.
      My next trip to Michaels procured modeling clay.  I spruced up the ballast to 6.8 grams and then proceeded to toss the glider
some more.  Four more snaps and fixes sans blue language these times and I put the thing to bed.  Tomorrow, our April monthly
launch (April 21) would be its maiden boost.
      As for flying, the normal Deltie B works pretty well on an A, but this cardboard model wasn’t going to be far off the ground
or on it using an A8-3 and I want to see a bit of a glide rather than a crash.  No B4-2s were in my box so I prepped a B6-2
instead.
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The Shiny Deltie (cont)
by Ole Ed

Part 2:  Proof of the Pudding is in the Tasting
      The short answer is that the pudding tasted bad.  The
weather was good (like no wind to interfere with pad
setup) but the flight was ugh-ugh-ughly.
       At launch the model pitched towards the crowd (ten
observers).  Multiple spar repairs negated the negative
incidence angle build into the tail.  The trajectory wasn’t
a horseshoe, but during boost Deltie decided to go into
glide mode, pod still attached, and traveled parallel to the
ground about 20’ up.  The pod ejected and its shock
chord broke.
      The model was nose heavy and glided down about
40o from the horizontal.  At landing the spar broke again.
One and done.  I’ll repair it, fix up the pod again and use
the shiny Deltie as a display model.  But its flying days
are done and I’ll build a wood one for demos.  Maybe
three.  At least, except for time, it was cheap.

First, Last and Only Flight
(image by Ed Pearson)

Lockheed Plans Revival Of Commercial
Services

Aviation Week 4/17/12
By Guy Norris
COLORADO SPRINGS

      As part of a broad initiative to boost its share of the
launch market and particularly the tightly contested
medium commercial sector, Lockheed Martin is stepping
up sales campaigns for its Atlas and Athena vehicles and
appointing space and satellite marketing veteran Robert
Cleave to head the business.
      Taking over as president of Lockheed Martin Com-
mercial Launch Services (LMCLS) effective May 1,
Cleave will report to the company’s Space Systems vice
president and general manager, John Karas. “We think
there is a need for launch in the medium range, and we
think we can provide low-cost launch out of the Cape
[Florida] and Kodiak [Alaska],” says Karas, who ac-
knowledges that with growing competition, “it is a tough
market, but there is an opportunity there.”
      The company has “Atlas and Athena on the market,
and available for sale, and we are going to fly a ride-share
mission in 2013 from Kodiak,” Karas says, referring to an
upcoming availability on an Athena II flight planned with
ATK. “We’re looking forward to reentering the market,”
he adds.
      Stressing the company’s track record on launch
assurance, Karas says the initial focus is on growing the
small- to medium-payload market with ATK on the
Athena launch vehicle family for single payloads as well
as shared rides for multiple payloads. Equipped with a
92-in.-dia. fairing, Athena II is capable of lifting up to
3,775 lb. to low Earth orbit. Launching from the Kodiak
Launch Complex, the company also hopes to expand
launch capability with both Athena II and III vehicles.
      Athena III will use Athena I and II elements as the
upper stages and an additional ATK solid-rocket motor as
the first stage. The rocket will be capable of launching
satellites weighing 10,150 lb. from Alaska and 13,000 lb.
from Florida, and “is better than a Delta II-class vehicle,”
he adds.
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May Day at Carroll
by Ole Ed

      May Day!  May Day!
It really was the first of
May for Carroll County
Community College’s
model rocket workshop.
Things did not go as
planned, and (not but)
things turned out fine.
      Here’s a summary.

Chemistry professor Dr. Raza Kahn asked if I would do a
class and launch for his evening STEM Club
students…start at 5:30 pm, launch around 6:40 pm and
finish up by 8.  Wouldn’t it be dark, I asked him last
March?  Naw, he assured me the sun sets after 8 pm in
May.  Great, I said, let’s do something different than the
Alphas I’ve done thrice before for the college..
      So this year we limited the number of participants to
ten, and I ordered a bulk pack of Couriers from Nettie at
Quest.  Bought the eggs, packed up the car, and Diane
and I drove the hour plus to Westminster—about two
minutes away from the county’s agriculture center.
      Everything started ok, we met with Dr. Kahn, math
department head Maria Burness, and faculty members
Trish Crossett and Nanci Barker at the cafe before 5 for a
quick dinner.
      Things got interesting in class.  First we ended up
with a dozen students instead of ten, so there wouldn’t be
any spare parts if anything broke or was missing.  But
that was fine because we had 12 kits and the more the
merrier.  As it turned out with the first step—‘slightly
bend the engine hook’, produced three broken hooks!  I
dug around my toolbox and found two replacements, and
tape around a motor worked for the third model.
      Look, I don’t want to get into a litany of every
untoward event, but will say CA helped speed up a race
to beat sunset after more parts broke and we initially lost
the launch field.  The planned time line disintegrated.

      What saved the day were the students and faculty’s
determination, everyone’s enthusiasm and their
flexibility as we engaged in a spirited adaptation to
changing situations.  In reflection the “student project”
turned into a real life event of getting a job done, safely,
and within unbending constraints.  We ended up with a
feeling of triumph and somewhat euphoric for a job the
students accomplished in getting ready.
       Oh, the launch?  We started about 7:45 pm and put
up two racks.  Set up was during daylight and flights
went from dusk to twilight.  The moon was prominent.
Flames glowed as rockets rose.  Exhaust gas lingered and
hovered over the field misty and ghost like.  It was eerie
and somewhat surreal.  Nine of the dozen models flew
beautifully; most eggs (I found mediums which is
unusual where I shop) survived intact and three models
suffered as I suspect glue gave way on engine mounts—
one unstable and two underpowered flights.  But safe.
Again real life experience
      It was after 9 pm when Diane and I headed home.
The college is already talking about another session in
the fall and maybe we’ll build gliders.

Top Photo:Carroll Community College STEM Club students
build rockets in a classroom.
Bottom Photo:Previous year’s workshop students set up the
rack while it was still daylight
(photos by Ed Pearson)

Obvious enthusiasm from Jessica –
the club president.
(photo by Ed Pearson)
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Westchester Elementary School Launch
by Ed Pearson

      On May 3, Tom Bagg led his ninth annual launch at
Westchester Elementary School in Catonsville.  Assisting him
were Brad and Patricia Grant and your cub reporter. The day
started out with Tom giving a talk on rocketry for the fourth
grade classes of Ms.Alt, Ms. Atallah, Ms.Berkowitz, and Ms.
Williams.  After lunch we launched Alphas on the school’s
athletic field for 90 minutes and 90 students ending at 2:30 pm,
the scheduled time.  An adult helped track the models for the
coveted prize of space ice cream Tom donated.
I know Tom appreciated the help we gave him
but those who really cherished the moment
were, of course, the students.  Thank you Tom
for a job well done.

Pictures from the big day  (by Ed):

Kits for sale! While out in Oregon, your roving editor visited NARHAMS West (George and JoAnn Rachor).
George showed me his airplane hanger, which he uses for rocket kits and computer museum storage. The board with
the hanging kits has more kits on the other side. If you see something you might like, please send an inquiry to JoAnn
at joann@rachors.com. Just Kidding! Although JoAnn may be able to remove something without George knowing
about it. See you at NARAM George!
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Somethin’ Goofy; Somethin’ Fishy
by Ed Pearson

      Greetings spacefarian; the
cub reporter is feeling frisky
writing this two days after the
public launch at NASA.
We’re talking about the May
6 first Sunday-of-the-month
launch at the Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt.
      It was a cool overcast day
when we launched.  Rain in
the morning stopped and grass
at the space center absorbed
the moisture leaving a field so you couldn’t even tell it
rained.
      The visitors showed…about 140 signed in at the
Visitor Center. Most, as Thomas Henderson remarked

during the launch, came to fly.  Other spectators were
few.
      Helping with the numbers were two Cub Scout
packs—Pack 618 of Columbia and Pack 257 of
Cheverly.  The rest seemed to be from families.  We
only lent out 20 models this time to first timers.
      We also had good participation from the club with
most volunteering and helping with the launch.  In
addition to Thomas who helped at the rack were four
other rack rats Jef and Ellen Fineran, and Dimitre and
Stoil Avramov.
      Michael Cochran did safety check-in, rail
assignment and border collie duties corralling
wayward scouts.  Alex Mankevich did lend outs.  A
club member who used to come out here more than 25
years ago and whom I only recall by his first name, Al,
also flew.

Alec Waterhouse wore his
NARHAMS shirt (so did
Dimitre) and flew rockets with
his kids.
      We launched and launched
and launched stopping about 3
pm and then flew a few from
the volunteers’ collection.
Nominally launches are
supposed to run from 1-2 pm.

                                        We launched around 100
                                        models and we gave out 38 new
first-flight certificates.
      There was surprisingly little wind and the vast
majority of the models—including all of those on a rack
with just C and D powered motors were returned.  Two
went over the fence that I had to retrieve.  Afterwards,
Alex remarked, “We have made many people happy
today.”  And truly it was.
      Okay so why something goofy, something fishy?
First the goofy part.  Ellen usually launches one or two
models there decorated with her favorite Disney’s
character. It’s kind of like her trademark. This Sunday
Ellen showed up with some nice models, painted solid
black and without the Disney décollages, unless I missed
them, so something seemed amiss.
     Now the fishy part.  Alec’s last model (a short but fat
big ole yellow thing) came down sans parachute or
streamer.  Instead of a streamer, Alec attached a skinny
but long gaping-mouth fish wind sock.  It worked.  The
length of the sock was the perfect Yin for the model’s
squat-sized Yang stature.  In fact it was a great balanced
day to fly rockets; one that you could even feel frisky
about a couple days later.

Volunteer  rockets ready for flight.
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Is she goofy or fishy?
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Where did it go?
(photo by Jef Fineran)
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      On Memorial Day weekend NARHAMS held it's
May Sport Launch. The weather was warm and sunny,
helping to mark a wonderful start to summertime. The
range opened up around 10:45 and shut down around
3:45.
In that time we had 34 Rocketeers launch 113 Rock-
ets. What was really neat was the wide variety of
rockets flown. We had everything from rocket gliders,
R/C gliders to multi-stage and some flying saucers.
We also had people preparing for competitions to
flying their very first rocket. Having this much variety
is always neat.
      In summary it was just a very nice time at the
range and just a very nice relaxing day to spend
flying rockets. This is what summertime rocketry

should be like.
      I want to thank Jim Filler, Kevin Johnson and
Jeff Fineran for helping out and making this day
quite enjoyable for me. I also want to thank
everyone who showed up to fly.

May Sport Launch
by Brad Grant, NAR# 85261

Photos:
Top: Rocketeers at the range(photo by Jef Fineran)
Middle Left:A group shot of rockets and rocketeers. (photo by Brad Grant)
Bottom Left: Nice launch shot off of the rack.(photo by Jef Fineran)
Bottom Right: A nice touchdown. (photo by Jef Fineran)

Flight Statistics

Micro-Maxx 1 E 12
A 20 F 3
B 30 G 1
C 29 Mixed engine 7
D 10

Total Flights 113
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NSL 2012!
(photo by Frank Panek)

Trip’s L3 Cert in flight
(photo by Chris Kidwell)

Trip Barber and his L3 model
(photo by Chris Kidwell)

NSL 2012
Frank M. Panek
NAR 89806 L1

      On the weekend of May 26-28 I attend the National Sport Launch
in Geneseo, New York. This was my first pilgrimage to a NAR
National Event and was drawn by the promise of being able to fly lots
of rockets, see some BFRs (big fracking rockets), and meet some
fellow racketeers (no….that’s rocketeers). Overall, I was not
disappointed.
      The trip started Friday morning bright and early with a leisurely
drive through West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania and into

       New York State.  After several stops for snacks, lunch and some other
        things I made it to the town of Avon, checked into my motel and made a
        hasty drive to the field.  Wow, talk about big. No problem launching

just about anything you want here!  The NSL was run by the Monroe Astronautical Rocket Society (MARS) and they
did a first rate job of making everyone feel welcome. The field was on a 1000 acre site and airfield owned by the
1941 Historical Aircraft Group. Flying was disrupted several times by aircraft using the field but overall it was no
real distraction and everyone seemed interested in the planes.  On Saturday, our NAR President Trip Barber
successfully completed his L3 qualifying flight with an impressive flight of his rocket ‘4322 Thumper’.
      Recovering rockets was a bit tricky. Although MARS reported the grass had been cut, it was about 12 inches tall
making those small, and even the not so small rockets, almost disappear. I also found that regardless of how big the
rockets were I could only see them to about 1800 ft. After that they could just as well been in orbit for all I knew.
NARHAMS member Chris Kidwell was doing some R&D altimeter flights to altitudes that took his rockets into the
hinterlands.  I saw them all go up but only followed a few to the ground. It seemed like Chris spent most of his time
walking around in the fields.

      My task for the weekend
was to try out a dual
deployment technique on my
mid and high power rockets. I
tried the ‘Tender Descender’
with my Aerotech Arreaux. I
flew this twice, once to 1,768
and then to 1,745 feet. The main
was to deploy at 300 feet but in
both instances the deployment
charge never went off.  There
are several potential reasons for
this beyond operator error
which I need to sort out. No
damage done and everything
will fly again. The drogue
brought everything down safely.
I guess the foot high grass was
an asset.
      This was a fun event. If you
are new to the hobby or have
never done one of these events

   you should give it a try. I don’t
  think you will be disappointed.
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Doug Pratt’s IQSY Tomahawk
(photo by Chris Kidwell)

HPR Drag Race
(photo by Chris Kidwell)

NSL Report
By Chris Kidwell

      The National Sport Launch is the NAR’s only
national event that is dedicated to flying. No contests, no
board meetings, just rockets of all types, from
MicroMaxx to M powered. This year it was hosted by
MARS at their field in Geneseo, NY over Memorial Day
weekend. This was the first time I had been to Geneseo

since NARAM-
43. I still have
bad memories of
the 10-foot high
corn surrounding
the launch site at
that event. This
time, the corn
was only 3
inches high, so
there were no
problems with
recovery.
Weather was also
very good the
whole weekend,
with

temperatures in
the upper 80s and

           light variable
            winds. The

shifting winds did cause some concern with rockets
landing in or near spectator areas, but the staff
was quick to stop launching and re-orient launch
angles as needed.
      Several other NARHAMS members attended,
including Frank Panek, Alan Holmes, and Doug
Pratt. NOVAAR was also well represented from
Trip Barber, John Hochheimer, Tim and Eric
Bookwalter, and Ivan Galysh and family. Trip
kicked off the launch on Saturday with his Level
3 Certification flight. His 10" diameter, 50-pound
rocket named Thumper was painted Navy grey
and had each fin decorated with a different
insignia of a ship he served on. He had a great M-
powered flight to 6000 feet, but deployed the
main parachute at apogee instead of the intended
1000 feet. Since there was very little wind, it still
landed on the field about 1/2-mile away and was
good enough for a successful qualification.
Congratulations the first Level 3 NAR president! Trip
later flew his Nike-Smoke on a K550, and again
managed to deploy the main parachute at apogee, but
was still able land on the field.

      My own flights mostly consisted of altimeter tests,
using a 29-mm diameter rocket with altimeters mounted
in an egg capsule and in the main body. The goal was to
look at differences in the altitude readings caused by the
larger diameter of the egg capsule. I had done similar
tests at Great Meadow with using D and E motors, but
needed the bigger field for F and G-powered flights. I
made 8 flights over 2 days, with altitudes ranging from
1800 feet on an F27 to over 4000 feet on  a G80. I lost
data from one altimeter on the first G80 flight because
the acceleration was so great it broke off the jumper pin
used to turn the altimeter on. For the second G80 flight, I
secured the pins with tape and got data recorded.
Looking at the data afterward showed the rocket went
supersonic after 1 second, so the data probably won’t be
useful for the project but it was still an impressive flight.
      There were far too many launches to describe them
all — I’m guessing about 200 flights each day. Drag
races were very popular, since the MARS launch
controller can support any number of pads together.
Edmonds Deltie and EC gliders also made frequent
appearances. Overall it was a very successful launch, and
a good time was
had by all. Many
thanks to MARS
for hosting such a
fun event!

Unknown Black Brant
(photo by Chris Kidwell)
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May 2012 Scout Launch of Pack 465
By Alex Mankevich, Vice Zog

      NARHAMS supported the scout launch of Pack #465 of
Bethesda on Thursday May 17, 2012.   We have provided a
launch system and support personnel for this group for some
years now.  Matthew Byrne a Den Leader of Pack #465 again
acted as liaison between us and his scout group.
      The event got underway with some pomp, circumstance and
safety.  A presentation of the colors was followed by the Pledge
of Allegiance, the Scout Pledge and a safety review by
NARHAMS President Jim Filler.  The scouts provided your
hungry and thirsty NARHAMSTERS with pizza and cold
beverages.
      Jim acted as launch manager, Alex Mankevich served as
safety check and pad purser.  John Stalnaker and Richard
Hickok handled the rocket preparation, engine loading and
last-minute repairs.  John, Richard and Alex were repeats
from last year, and well remember the stifling 100 degree heat we had suffered through then.

      The scouts had built Alpha 3s and the two-stage Loadstars.
This launch’s winds were light, so almost all the Alpha 3s were
recovered at this rather small field.  After diligently advising
the scouts that the Loadstar rockets would likely be lost to the
trees on their B6-0 / C6-7 combination, we loaded up the last
couple of racks and lit those candles.  The Loadstar’s design
proved effective and all the booster stages actually ignited the
upper stages.  None of us seasoned, veteran NARHAMSTERS
were surprised to see most of the upper stages descend far over
the tree line surrounding the launch field.  We had launched
about 60 or so rockets in total.

      This scout pack enthusiastically enjoys this launch.
Several scout parents attended the picnic and launch, and
they must have taken at least 100 photos.
      Jim gave Alex a ride back to his car after the launch.
During the ride home,  the Prez and VP poignantly
reflected upon how smoothly the NARHAMSTERS
pulled off this hectic launch,  and they both shared a
warm and fuzzy feeling on how good it feels to ‘pay
forward’ so that young rocketeers and their families can
enjoy a pleasant spring afternoon centered around the
great hobby of sport rocketry.   Somewhere
G. Harry Stine must be smiling.

NARHAMSters prep rockets
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

Scouts ready to fly!
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

No Jim, don’t eat the small scouts!
Just let them fly their rockets!
(photo by Alex Mankevich)
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Jun 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, ½A Cluster Altitude building session (Jim/John/Chris) College Park, MD
Jun 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jun 16-17 10 am – 4 pmECRM-39 Regional Meet (Jim Filler) Mt. Airy, MD

Events: Classic Model, Set Duration (50 sec), ½A PD MR, B BG MR,
½A Cluster Altitude (with altimeters), Open Spot Landing

Jul 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jul 7 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Pot Luck Picnic (Mark Wise) College Park, MD
Jul 15 12pm-4pm Apollo Contest - Goddard Greenbelt, MD
Jul 21 12 pm - 7pm Sport launch, Maryland Funny Meet 3 Mt. Airy, MD
Jul 28 –Aug 3 NARAM-54 Muskegon, MI

Events: R&D, G ELA (D for A/B div) (with altimeters), Classic Model, Sport Scale, A HD,
B BG, C SD MR, A PD MD, Set Duration (60 sec), Open Spot Landing

Aug 4 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Open building session (Alex Mankevich) College Park, MD
Aug 5 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Aug 18 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, ABC triathlon fun event (Chris Kidwell) Mt. Airy, MD
Sep 2 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Sep 8 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Elections, Masking techniques (John McCoy) College Park, MD

Show & Tell theme: night launch models and electronic
Sep 15 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, German theme, Octoberfest picnic, Night launch Mt. Airy, MD
Oct 6 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Ole Ed movie night (Ed Pearson) College Park, MD

Show & Tell theme: odd roc models
Oct 7 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Oct 20 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, Halloween/Odd-Roc theme Mt. Airy, MD
Nov 3 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Planning meeting College Park, MD
Nov 4 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Nov 17 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, Glider theme and trimming sessions (Kevin Johnson) Mt. Airy, MD
Dec 1 5:30 – 9 pm Holiday party, Greenbelt Community Church Greenbelt, MD
Dec 2 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Dec 15 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, Holiday theme Mt. Airy, MD

Note: Sport launches at Mt. Airy are open to NARHAMS members only for the first 2 hours, and open to everyone
thereafter.

NARHAMS 2012 CALENDAR

George Rachor and his wall of MacIntosh
computers. He even has a Mac TV (waaayyy
before Apple TV)
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)

This is the computer Gleda Estes used to run Estes
Industries. It was donated to George’s computer musem
by Vern Estes. (photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)
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Launch Schedule

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
 June 3, 2012

ECRM -39
June 16-17, 2012

Mt. Airy, MD

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
July 1, 2012

SPORT LAUNCH
July 21, 2012
Mt. Airy, MD
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